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The Conservative Revolution 1999-07-23
the triumph of the conservative movement in reshaping american politics is one of the great
untold stories of the past fifty years at the end of world war ii hardly anyone in public life
would admit to being a conservative but as lee edwards shows in this magisterial work in
the 1950s 1960s and 1970s a small group of committed men and women began to chip away
at the liberal colossus and their descendants would scale the ramparts of power in the
1980s and 1990s not even the fall of newt gingrich has changed the indisputable fact that
the movement has truly rewritten the rules of american political life and the republic will
never be the same edwards tells the stories of how conservatives built a movement from the
ground up by starting magazines by building grass roots organizations and by seizing
control of the republican party from those who espoused collaboration with the liberals and
promised only to manage the welfare state more efficiently and not to dismantle it but most
of all he tells the story of four men four leaders who put their personal stamp on this
movement and helped to turn it into the most important political force in our country today
robert taft mr republican the beacon of conservative principle during the lean roosevelt and
truman years barry goldwater mr conservative the flinty westerner who inspired a new
generation ronald reagan mr president the optimist whose core beliefs were sturdy enough
to subdue an evil empire newt gingrich mr speaker the fiery visionary who won a congress
but lost control of it by their example and vision these men brought intellectual and
ideological stability to an often fractions conservative movement and held the high ground
against the pragmatists who would compromise conservative principles for transitory
political advantage and through their efforts and those of their supporters they transformed
the american political landscape so thoroughly that a democratic president would one day
proclaim the era of big government is over political history in the grand style the
conservative revolution is the definitive book on a conservative movement that not only has
left its mark on our century but is poised to shape the century about to dawn

The Conservative Movement 1993
at the beginning of the 1990s conservative commentators have increasingly focused on the
growing fragmentation of the american political and intellectual right from the early
postwar years when a small band of intellectual dissidents emerged in response to the soviet
threat to the 1980s and the reagan years when the coalition of journalists politicians and
lobbyists known as the new right reached the height of its influence the conservative
movement has always been a complex shifting set of ideologies and factions in this revised
and updated study paul gottfried provides an insider s look at the factions and controversies
the personalities and ideologies the rival journals and institutes he presents the argument
that the scope of this war on the right has been misrepresented by journalists who have
been sympathetic to the moderates and have consistently downplayed the strength and
intelligence of the paleoconservatives a striking feature of the book is a detailed well
informed exposition of the conservative foundations and think tanks revealing who funds
whom and who controls whom information that has never before appeared in print gottfried
discusses the implications of the 1992 electoral campaign for the future of the right from
paleocon pat buchanan s controversial bid for the republican nomination to the migration of
several leading neocons over to democratic candidate bill clinton s camp certain to spark
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both attention and controversy this book is required reading for anyone who wants to
understand the complex conservative landscape and its prospects for the future

Debating the American Conservative Movement
2009-03-16
debating the american conservative movement chronicles one of the most dramatic stories
of modern american political history the authors describe how a small band of conservatives
in the immediate aftermath of the second world war launched a revolution that shifted
american politics to the right challenged the new deal order transformed the republican
party into a voice of conservatism and set the terms of debate in american politics as the
country entered the new millennium historians donald t critchlow and nancy maclean frame
two opposing perspectives of how the history of conservatism in modern america can be
understood but readers are encouraged to reach their own conclusions through reading
engaging primary documents

Crisis of Conservatism? 2011-06-17
the crisis of conservatism gathers a broad range of leading scholars of conservatism to
assess the current state of the movement in the u s and where it is most likely headed in the
near future

White Protestant Nation 2008
examines the origins development and achievements of conservatism in the united states
from the birth of the modern right in the 1920s through the restoration of the conservative
consensus at the end of the twentieth century

Leo Strauss and the Conservative Movement in America
2012
right face tells the compelling story of how the american conservative movement in the two
decades following world war ii managed to move from obscurity to the center stage of
national politics when dwight d eisenhower in 1952 defeated the conservative champion
robert taft and won the republican presidential nomination many on the american right felt
that they had become homeless within the established party system the brand of liberalism
which permeated the nation s intellectual life had also become bipartisan political doctrine
the feeling of cultural and political ostracism triggered a quest for an independent
conservative network of organizations with the hope of either taking back the republican
party or creating a viable alternative the first part of right face recounts the often bitter
struggle to define the meaning of conservatism in modern america part two concerns the
search for influential national outlets for conservative opinion whereas part three focuses on
the movement s actual plunge into electoral politics not least on its well planned takeover of
the republican party machinery in 1964 and the resulting presidential nomination of senator
barry goldwater an epilogue attempts to trace main currents in the evolution of american
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conservatism since the 1960s as well as to assess the extent to which american
conservatives have managed to create the counter establishment they set out to create more
than half a century ago in a sense the conservatives actually set out on two different quests
one was for intellectual respectability the other was for political power as this study reveals
the two goals were not always compatible based on extensive archival sources right face
provides an incisive analysis of the conservative movement and the forces that shaped it
with its blending of intellectual and organizational developments it adds an important
chapter to the history of american political culture in the 20th century

Right Face 2002
in this the first book to deal exclusively with conservative politics in california author kurt
schuparra pinpoints the myriad factors that led to the formation and rise of the conservative
movement in california after world war ii culminating in the election of ronald reagan as
governor in 1966 while schuparra is concerned with prominent figures such as ronald
reagan california senator william knowland richard nixon and arizona senator barry
goldwater his larger interest is in the principal players in the movement behind these
individuals the causes they espoused and the movement s role in pivotal electoral contests
schuparra also provides an assessment of how the struggle between liberals and
conservatives and those caught in the middle in the golden state both reflected and
influenced the national debate over major governmental policies and social issues
particularly on racial matters

Triumph of the Right 1998-09-24
throughout the 1980s and 1990s conservatism possessed a vibrancy that resulted from
spirited intellectual inquiry and open debate however in the years leading up to the 2008
elections this energy seemed to fade it was as if the conservative movement became less
concerned with ideas and more concerned with the preservation of political power in
conservatism redefined patrick garry examines how conservatives dug themselves into this
hole and how they can climb out however unlike many conservative pundits garry does not
propose a simple rediscover our roots credo instead conservatism redefined reexamines and
renews conservative ideology explaining how the classical ideals of conservatism can be
employed in new ways to address the concerns of citizens across the ethnic generational
and economic spectrum conservatism in america is currently mired in its worst crisis since
the 1960s to be sure the crisis accompanied the declining public opinion of the bush
presidency and the resurgence of liberalism and large aggressive government in a time of
crisis but as patrick garry explains this does not mean that conservatism has been defeated
as an ideology it means it must be redefined

Conservatism Redefined 2010
rusher publisher of the national review magazine presents a lively candid autobiographical
account of the modern conservative movement and its impact on american politics he tells
the story of the growth the ethics the conflicts the cohesiveness the inner secrets and the
philosophies of conservative movement as well as some crucial events of the past three
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decades written by one of the leading founders who was himself a participant or an alert
observer the volume covers the movement from the draft goldwater movement to the
election of president reagan and the campaign of 1984 isbn 0 688 01936 6 15 95

The Rise of the Right 1984
this book offers an original interpretation of the achievement of leo strauss stressing how
his ideas and followers reshaped the american conservative movement the conservative
movement that reached out to strauss and his legacy was extremely fluid and lacked a self
confident leadership conservative activists and journalists felt a desperate need for
academic acceptability which they thought strauss and his disciples would furnish they also
became deeply concerned with the problem of value relativism which self described
conservatives thought strauss had effectively addressed but until recently neither strauss
nor his disciples have considered themselves to be conservatives contrary to another
misconception straussians have never wished to convert americans to ancient political
ideals and practices except in a very selective rhetorical fashion strauss and his disciples
have been avid champions of american modernity and timeless values as interpreted by
strauss and his followers often look starkly contemporary

Leo Strauss and the Conservative Movement in America
2011-12-29
as ronald reagan declared the conservative banner is one of bold unmistakable colors not
pastel shades since world war ii the american conservative movement has changed the
colors of the national political landscape here in its own words is the body of thought and
rhetoric that has painted the movement s banner award winning authors peter schweizer
and wynton c hall have gathered an authoritative collection of speeches representing the
modern conservative movement beginning with whittaker chambers s 1948 testimony
before the house un american activities committee and continuing through the speeches of
such conservative icons as barry goldwater bill buckley phyllis schlafly ronald reagan and
barbara bush the editors assemble an all star line up of conservative thought newt gingrich
champion of conservatism said that in this volume peter schweizer and wynton hall have
captured the key moments in the emergence of modern conservatism steve forbes also
praised this work as a timely much needed reminder of what the movement is truly about
without a doubt landmark speeches of the american conservative movement is a book that
will interest anyone with a passion for politics the spoken word or history the thirteen
speeches in this volume powerfully capture the principles images and causes that constitute
modern american conservatism drawing on such thinkers as russell kirk and richard m
weaver schweizer and hall vividly illustrate the ideas that have moved the conservative
movement from the margins of society to the citadels of power an introduction to each
speech explains the context in which it was first delivered and notes the impact of each
statement on the movement and the nation the perfect gift for those who value conservatism
or seek to understand it landmark speeches of the american conservative movement offers
food for thought and action for historians political scientists and students of public
communication the book is an essential source for the ideas that have shaped american
society since 1945
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Landmark Speeches of the American Conservative
Movement 2007-03-06
hailed as perhaps the best scholarly overview of the conservative movement in print
american conservative donald critchlow s the conservative ascendancy has depicted as no
other book has the wild ride of the republican right newly updated and available for the first
time in paperback it continues to offer the best account of the conservative struggle to
reverse the momentum of the new deal in tracing the conservative revival critchlow
chronicles how conservative beliefs were translated into political power he shows how
conservatives from think tank theorists to grassroots mobilizers gained control of the
republican party by defeating its liberal eastern wing only to find that the welfare state was
not so easily dismantled looking back at the 1964 goldwater debacle and the scandal
plagued nixon years he then revisits the triumph of the reagan presidency and describes
how george w bush injected into american politics a level of partisanship not seen since the
nineteenth century critchlow recounts the conflict between purity of principle and political
practice for conservatives and the dilemma of maintaining an anti statist ideology in an era
of mass democracy and cold war hostilities throughout he delineates the intellectual
foundations of the right s positions including the ongoing schism that separates social
conservatives from libertarians while plumbing america s increasing ideological divide this
updated edition not only features a new preface and conclusion but also boasts an entirely
new chapter covering the 2008 presidential election the 2008 financial meltdown the first
two years of obama s presidency the emergence of the tea party the 2010 midterms and
ongoing economic problems here critchlow foresees a new epoch in which the old
conservative progressive divide is unable to address the problems caused by national debt
entitlement deficits and a new global economy a new reality sure to transform both parties
as conservatives continue to wave the banners of limited government individual
responsibility and free enterprise critchlow s book provides a clear guide to the country s
most dynamic political movement and is essential reading for students and citizens alike as
the political center continues to tack to the right

A Brief History of the Modern American Conservative
Movement 2004
in the post world war ii era several great thinkers became prompted with the idea to record
their personal philosophical principles the question remains how does one discover the
paths between intellectual and political beliefs and distinguish their intersection it is here in
these works where seven great scholars russel kirk richard weaver frank s meyer willmore
kendall leo strauss eric voegelin and ludwig von mises provide the distinction each of these
men although very different from the other shared a philosophical core which bonded them
together it is in these last works which describe the men who were part of a nucleus which
set the wheels of the american conservative movement into motion jacket
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The Conservative Ascendancy 2011-09-07
a leading figure in the american conservative movement argues that conservatives today
have become champions of that which they most feared in a blueprint to change that offers
an effective solution for reclaiming the essence of conservatism in america

The American Conservative Movement 1986
this book argues that the american conservative movement as it now exists does not have
deep roots it began in the 1950s as the invention of journalists and men of letters reacting
to the early cold war and trying to construct a rallying point for likeminded opponents of
international communism the resulting movement has exaggerated the permanence of its
values while its militant anti communism instilled in its followers and periodic suppression
of dissent have weakened its capacity for internal debate their movement came to power at
least partly by burying an older anti welfare state right one that in fact had enjoyed a social
following that was concentrated in a small town america the newcomers played down the
merits of those they had replaced and in the 1980 s the neoconservatives who took over the
postwar conservative movement from an earlier generation belittled their predecessors in a
similar way among the movement s major accomplishments has been to recreate its own
past the success of this revised history lies in the fact that even the movement s critics are
now inclined to accept it

Reclaiming Conservatism 2008-03
for those who are a part of it and for those who feel represented by it the postwar american
conservative movement has been a roaring success more americans openly identify
themselves with conservative than any other political ideology there are more magazines
websites television programs and publishing houses that advocate conservatism than ever
before but the question remains what is this movement which has for some half century
defined what is called the right a central crucible in its formation has been the purge that is
the expulsion often in an explicit fashion of views or individuals deemed outside the
boundaries of the official right through the purges specifically through the logic of the
purges we can glimpse what conservatism is not those aspects of itself it has attempted to
deny mask leave behind and forget and the ways in which memories can be reconstructed
around new orthodoxies this collection of essays attempts to understand how conservative
ideology often euphemized as timeless principles functioned within its historic context and
how it responded to power shifting conceptions of authority and societal changes it includes
essays by lee congdon john derbyshire samuel t francis paul e gottfried james kalb keith
preston william regnery and richard spencer

Conservatism in America 2007-08-20
contemporary american conservatism a mélange of ideas people and organizations is
difficult to define even conservatives themselves are unable to agree about its essential
meaning yet the conservative movement is well financed exerts strong influence in the
republican party inspires followers throughout the land and has spawned a network of think
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tanks and media outlets that are the envy of its competitors it is a powerful political force
with which to be reckoned this book examines how that has come about and what
contemporary conservatism signifies for us politics and policy it looks at the recent history
of conservatism in america as well as its antecedents in the uk traces changes over time
using american national election study data from 1972 to the present in what it means when
people say they are conservatives and assesses the prospects for american conservatism
both in the near term electoral context and over the longer term as well

The Great Erasure 2012-11-15
dr richard bishirjian s conservative rebellion examines the american conservative movement
in light of phases of american history in which the life of the american nation took shape
from forces and conditions of the american soul the author argues that the first phase of our
common political life was a rebellion that we call the spirit of 76 that rebellion attempted to
preserve the practices traditions and customary rights of a tradition of self government that
developed during the 140 years of the colonial era that first conservative rebellion erupting
in lexington and concord was a conservative rebellion whose spirit shapes american politics
and society even today through the american conservative movement the author contrasts
their rebellion to the revolutionary political religion of president woodrow wilson

Understanding Contemporary American Conservatism
2016-08-05
in this timely book jerome himmelstein offers a new interpretation of the growth of
conservatism in american politics tracing the new right of the 1970s and 1980s back to the
old right of the 1950s himmelstein provides an interpretive map of the political landscape
over the past decades showing how conservatives ascended to power by reconstructing
their ideology and building an independent movement

The Conservative Rebellion 2015
in recent years a number of conservatives have wondered where the right went wrong one
persuasive answer is provided by reclaiming the american right the lost legacy of the
conservative movement justin raimondo s captivating narrative is the story of how the non
interventionist old right which included half forgotten giants and prophets such as sen
robert a taft garet garrett and col robert mccormick was supplanted in influence by a right
that made its peace with bigger government at home and perpetual war for perpetual peace
abroad first published in 1993 reclaiming the american right is today as timely as ever the
latest volume in isi books background series this edition includes a new introduction by
georgetown political scientist george w carey patrick j buchanan s introduction to the
second edition and new critical essays on the text by scott richert executive editor of
chronicles and david gordon senior fellow at the ludwig von mises institute
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To the Right 1990
often considered a lost decade a pause between the liberal sixties and reagan s eighties the
1970s were indeed a watershed era when the forces of a conservative counter revolution
cohered these years marked a significant moral and cultural turning point in which the
conservative movement became the motive force driving politics for the ensuing three
decades interpreting the movement as more than a backlash against the rampant
liberalization of american culture racial conflict the vietnam war and watergate these
provocative and innovative essays look below the surface discovering the tectonic shifts that
paved the way for reagan s america they reveal strains at the heart of the liberal coalition
resulting from struggles over jobs taxes and neighborhood reconstruction while also
investigating how the deindustrialization of northern cities the rise of the suburbs and the
migration of people and capital to the sunbelt helped conservatism gain momentum in the
twentieth century they demonstrate how the forces of the right coalesced in the 1970s and
became through the efforts of grassroots activists and political elites a movement to reshape
american values and policies a penetrating and provocative portrait of a critical decade in
american history rightward bound illuminates the seeds of both the successes and the
failures of the conservative revolution it helps us understand how despite conservatism s
rise persistent tensions remain today between its political power and the achievements of
twentieth century liberalism

Reclaiming the American Right 2008-05-15
viewing the conservative movement at a turning point this book analyzes the problems
facing the religious movement with the largest synagogue membership in the american
jewish community and outlines a plan of action for the future elazar and geffen suggest
clarifying ideology mission and purpose finding the right balance between traditionalists
and advocates of change unifying movement institutions in a cooperative effort staunching
the decline of membership to the left recapturing the loyalty of lapsed adherents closing the
gap in observance between the laity and the standard bearers of the movement developing
the movement in israel and world wide and strengthening ties with jewish federations and
other jewish communal bodies the authors propose that the conservative movement s
remedying of these problems will benefit not just american but all world jewry

Rightward Bound 2008-03-15
a must own title national review online american conservatism an encyclopedia is the first
comprehensive reference volume to cover what is surely the most influential political and
intellectual movement of the past half century more than fifteen years in the making and
more than half a million words in length this informative and entertaining encyclopedia
contains substantive entries on those persons events organizations and concepts of major
importance to postwar american conservatism its contributors include iconic patriarchs of
the conservative and libertarian movements celebrated scholars well known authors and
influential movement activists and leaders ranging from abortion to zoll donald atwell and
written from viewpoints as various as those which have informed the postwar conservative
movement itself the encyclopedia s more than 600 entries will orient readers of all kinds to
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the people and ideas that have given shape to contemporary american conservatism this
long awaited volume is not to be missed

The Conservative Movement in Judaism 2012-02-01
the american conservative movement as we know it faces an existential crisis as the nation s
demographics shift away from its core constituents older white middle class christians it is
the american conservatism that we don t know that concerns george hawley in this book
during its ascendancy leaders within the conservative establishment have energetically
policed the movement s boundaries effectively keeping alternative versions of conservatism
out of view returning those neglected voices to the story right wing critics of american
conservatism offers a more complete complex and nuanced account of the american right in
all its dissonance in history and in our day the right wing intellectual movements considered
here differ both from mainstream conservatism and from each other when it comes to
fundamental premises such as the value of equality the proper role of the state the
importance of free markets the place of religion in politics and attitudes toward race in clear
and dispassionate terms hawley examines localists who exhibit equal skepticism toward big
business and big government paleoconservatives who look to the distant past for guidance
and wish to turn back the clock radical libertarians who are not content to be junior
partners in the conservative movement and various strains of white supremacy and the
radical right in america in the internet age where access is no longer determined by the
select few the independent right has far greater opportunities to make its many voices
heard this timely work puts those voices into context and historical perspective clarifying
our understanding of the american right past present and future

American Conservatism 2014-05-20
creating conservatism charts the vital role of canonical post world war ii 1945 1964 books in
generating guiding and sustaining conservatism as a political force in the united states
dedicated conservatives have argued for decades that the conservative movement was a
product of print rather than a march a protest or a pivotal moment of persecution the road
to serfdom ideas have consequences witness the conservative mind god and man at yale the
conscience of a conservative and other mid century texts became influential not only among
conservative office holders office seekers and well heeled donors but also at dinner tables
school board meetings and neighborhood reading groups these books are remarkable both
because they enumerated conservative political positions and because their memorable
language demonstrated how to take those positions functioning in essence as debate
handbooks taking an expansive approach the author documents the wide influence of the
conservative canon on traditionalist and libertarian conservatives by exploring the varied
uses to which each founding text has been put from the cold war to the culture wars
creating conservatism generates original insights about the struggle over what it means to
think and speak conservatively in america

Right-Wing Critics of American Conservatism
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2017-07-31
the last half of the twentieth century saw the advent of a new conservative movement in the
united states a coalition that shared a common determination to redefine the american
government culture and economy in this volume ronald story and bruce laurie present a rich
variety of primary sources including speeches cartoons party platforms and editorials that
speak to the remarkable impact of the conservative movement from its solvent think tanks
to its grassroots support outspoken intellectuals such as william f buckley and george gilder
charismatic political figures such as george wallace barry goldwater and ronald reagan and
powerful organizations like the southern baptist convention and the national rifle
association weigh in on such issues as the death penalty taxation gun control affirmative
action abortion and foreign policy the authors lucid introduction traces america s turn to the
right from the demise of new deal liberalism to the election of george w bush in 2000
examining the conservatives motivations and strategies and the key events that fostered the
rise of conservative attitudes each document is preceded by a headnote helping students
understand how the author and his or her line of thinking fit into the story of the movement
a timeline questions for consideration and a list of suggested readings also aid
comprehension of the material

Creating Conservatism 2014-08-01
the vietnam war was the central political issue of the 1960s and 1970s this study by seth
offenbach explains how the conflict shaped modern conservatism the war caused disputes
between the pro war anti communists right and libertarian conservatives who opposed the
war at the same time christian evangelicals supported the war and began forming alliances
with the mainstream pro war right this enabled the formation of the new right movement
which came to dominate u s politics at the end of the twentieth century the conservative
movement and the vietnam war explains the right s changes between barry goldwater and
ronald reagan

The Rise of Conservatism in America, 1945-2000
2007-03-21
offers a strikingly original interpretation of leo strauss his political philosophy and the
connection of both to the american conservative movement

The Conservative Movement and the Vietnam War
2019-03-19
as the subtitle to kevin smant s biography indicates the shape of the postwar american
conservative movement was decisively influenced by frank meyer 1909 1973 one of the most
passionate and committed of the cold war s communists turned conservatives meyer s
untiring efforts to locate a principled ground for the fusion of the disparate strands of
conservatism particularly its traditionalist and libertarian wings provided the necessary
cohesion for a fractious movement to eventually sweep to power with the election of ronald
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reagan in 1980

Leo Strauss and the Conservative Movement in America
2014-05-14
how did american conservatism little more than a collection of loosely related beliefs in the
late 1940s and early 1950s become a coherent political and social force in the 1960s what
political strategies originating during the decade enabled the modern conservative
movement to flourish and how did mainstream and extremist conservatives frequently at
odds over tactics and ideology each play a role in reshaping the republican party in the
1960s conservatives did nothing less than engineer their own revolution a time for choosing
tells the remarkable story behind this transformation where previous accounts of
conservatism s rise tend to speed from 1964 through the start of the reagan era in 1980 a
time for choosing explores in dramatic detail how conservatives took immediate action
following the goldwater debacle william f buckley jr s 1965 bid for mayor of new york city
and reagan s 1966 california governor s campaign helped turn the tide for electoral
conservatism by decade s end independent splinter groups vied for the right to bear the
conservative standard into the next decade demonstrating the movement s strength and
vitality although conservative ideology was not created during the 1960s its political
components were here then is the story of the rise of the modern conservative movement
provocative and beautifully written a time for choosing is a book for anyone interested in
politics and history in the postwar era

Principles and Heresies 2002
presents forty essays speeches and other documents on conservatism or by conservatives
spanning 1930 to the turn of the century including works by seward collins barry goldwater
william f buckley jr irving kristol ronald reagan newt gingrich and others

A Time for Choosing 2001
a central crucible in the evolution of the american right has been the purge that is the
expulsion often in an explicit fashion of views or individuals deemed outside the bounds of
respectability victims include the john birch society peter brimelow john derbyshire sam
francis revilo p oliver murray rothbard foreign policy makers deemed isolationists
immigration reformers and many others this essay collection is an attempt to better
understand conservative ideology often euphemized as timeless principles and how it
functioned within its historic context and responded to power shifting conceptions of
authority and societal changes through the purges we can glimpse what conservatism is not
those aspects of itself it has attempted to deny mask leave behind and forget and the ways
in which memories can be reconstructed around new orthodoxies contributors include peter
brimelow lee congdon john derbyshire samuel t francis paul gottfried james kalb keith
preston william regnery and richard spencer
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Conservatism in America Since 1930 2003-06
this book offers an original interpretation of the achievement of leo strauss stressing how
his ideas and followers reshaped the american conservative movement according to this
study strauss and his disciples came to influence the establishment right almost by accident
the conservative movement that reached out to strauss and his legacy was extremely fluid
and lacked a self confident leadership conservative activists and journalists felt a desperate
need for academic acceptability which they thought strauss and his disciples would furnish
they also became deeply concerned with the problem of value relativism which self
described conservatives thought strauss had effectively addressed but until recently neither
strauss nor his disciples have considered themselves to be conservatives strauss s followers
continue to view themselves as stalwart truman kennedy democrats and liberal
internationalists contrary to another misconception straussians have never wished to
convert americans to ancient political ideals and practices except in a very selective
rhetorical fashion strauss and his disciples have been avid champions of american
modernity and timeless values as interpreted by strauss and his followers often look starkly
contemporary

The Great Purge 2014-02-01
providing an expansive view of the making and meaning of african american conservatism
this volume examines the phenomenon in four spheres the political realm the academic
world the black church and grass roots activism movements in his analysis of their activities
in these realms louis prisock examines the challenges african american conservatives face
as they operate within the context of largely white conservatism at the same time that
african american conservatives challenge the white conservative movement s principle of
color blindness they are accused of being racial mascots or tokens from those outside of it
prisock unwinds the intricacies of black conservatives relationships to both the wider
conservative movement and the everyday life experiences of black americans showing that
they are as vulnerable to the inescability of race as any other individual in a racialized
america

Leo Strauss and the Conservative Movement in America
2011-12-29
the conscience of a conservative reignited the american conservative movement and made
barry goldwater a political star it influenced countless conservatives in the united states and
helped lay the foundation for the reagan revolution in 1980 it covers topics such as
education labor unions and policies civil rights agricultural policy and farm subsidies social
welfare programs and income taxation this significant book lays out the conservative
position both politically and economically that would come to dominate the conservative
movement in america
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African Americans in Conservative Movements
2018-05-23
messengers of the right tells the story of the media activists who built the american
conservative movement and transformed it into one of the most significant and successful
movements of the twentieth century and in the process remade the republican party and the
american media landscape

Conscience of a Conservative 2013-03-12
the conscience of a conservative is barry goldwater s classic which re ignited the american
conservative movement and made him a political star the term goldwater conservative
became a household word the book has influenced countless conservatives in the united
states helping to lay the foundation for the reagan revolution

Messengers of the Right 2016-09-22
in this history of the other sixties gregory l schneider traces the influence of young
americans for freedom a conservative political group that locked horns with the new left and
spawned many of the major players in the contemporary conservative movement from the
goldwater campaign in 1964 to reagan s revolution in the 1980s cadres for conservatism
reveals how young political conservatives unlike their leftist counterparts avoided fracture
in the wake of the sixties rather yaf continued to serve as a seedbed for future conservative
leaders many of whom drew on the contacts and counter activism of their youth to
consolidate conservative power schneider s talent for trenchant archival research is
supplemented by a plethora of detailed interviews with virtually every past national
chairman and executive director of the yaf as well as important sponsors such as william f
buckley william rusher and m stanton evans

Conscience of a Conservative 2013

Cadres for Conservatism 1999
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